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From the Editor

THE PRIMARY SOURCE

In Freedom's Name
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n campus, we have the Tufts Coalition
Opposing War on Iraq. On a larger
scale, there is the Not in Our Name campaign,
trying to urge the “bellicose” Bush and Blair
not to declare war on Iraq. While Blair has
been stalwart at Bush’s side, he may soon
have to answer to his critics at home.
The London Mirror is infatuated with
Jimmy Carter—the only US president since
1945 not to send troops into combat (ignoring those helicopters full of soldiers he sent
into Iran)—for hopping onto the Not in Our
Name bandwagon. Things Carter actually
did in his own name (increase unemployment
and inflation and send interest rates soaring)
convinced American voters that one term
was long enough to govern in their name.
Carter is typical of those naïve Americans
who, about a generation or so ago, joined
forces with the not so pure of heart to make
love, not war. Today, their heirs and a couple
of delinquent ex-presidents continue to hold
the United States responsible for everything
wrong in the world. The peace marcher of
the 21st century, like his parents in the 20th
century, is quick to criticize his own government for sometimes choosing allies who later
turn out to be as tyrannical as that against
which they fought.
But those peaceniks who march with
the Not in Our Name folks should take a
look at their own strange bedfellows. Not In
Our Name’s street demonstration organizers
include leaders of the Maoist Revolutionary Communist Party. How many millions
of innocent Chinese died in the Cultural
Revolution decreed by Mao? Tax-exempt
foundations collecting money to Fund Not
in Our Name newspaper ads also collected
funds for convicted murderer Mumia AbuJamal and dictator Fidel Castro, two great
peace-makers. Another fundraiser for Not
in Our Name lists on its board of directors
great peace-educator Sami Al-Arian, lately
of the University of South Florida, accused of
funding the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, which

O

endorses the murder of innocent civilians.
Those who would genuinely serve peace
might take a long look at who has linked
arms with them and realize that Ed Asner,
Martin Sheen, et al. aren’t quite the astute
judges of character that they play on TV.
Only a madman would seek war. No
one wants to see family and friends ship
out to a hostile environment, facing unknown chemical and biological weapons.
It is not the United States that pursues the
death of innocent Iraqis and destruction of
their homes. More than a million Iraqi citizens have already died because of Saddam
Hussein’s policies. Four million more have
fled to exile abroad. Another million and a
half suffered disabling injuries during eight
years of war under Saddam. Iraqis who have
seen the carnage in their homeland are out
there, but they hover under the radar of most
of the US media, which would rather show
footage of “No blood for oil” signs.
A Wall Street Journal Europe columnist
responds to such protest signs with a message
received from a friend in Iraq: “[L]oads of
Iraqi blood has already been spilled...half
a million in the Iran-Iraq war...a couple
of hundred thousand Kurds...Thousands
of prisoners have disappeared or been
executed...Please send help.”
If there is a madman bent on pursuing
death and destruction, his name is written
in the blood of innocent Iraqi citizens: Saddam Hussein. US policy has been nothing if
not patient, waiting through UN resolution
after resolution and inspection report after
inspection report. It is time to help Iraq, to
end the tyranny of Saddam. If we must do it
by going to war, and I believe we must, then
we will do it in the name of Freedom.
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Letters

have color, glossy covers. Incredibly, in the same issue of poking fun at the Observer’s cover, the SOURCE also managed to
print one of my copyrighted photographs without permission
(Check out the picture of Bacow, p. 14). Whoops. Seriously
though, if it happens again, I’ll sue.
Cheers,
Matthew Edmundson
Cover Editor, The Observer

To the Editor:
I’m extremely surprised at you SOURCERS. Is there not
a scout amongst all of you? In your Fortnight in Review,
you joke that “Always Ready” is the Boy Scout motto. Actually, both the Boy Scout and Girl Scout mottoes are “Be
Prepared.” You’re just as guilty as MSNBC.
Jeff Malbasa
Jeff:
It is not really the slogan for Duracell batteries either.
I hope you realize that Fortnight is the humor section and
that those are not real news briefs. Except for the one about
WingWorks. That happened…
—The Editors

Matthew:
THE PRIMARY SOURCE does not fuel the evil capitalist machine
by printing ads. As a result we do not have $20,000 of ad revenue
with which to subsidize a glossy cover. Had we the means to
do so, rest assured that our covers would be as hot as the time
Chad Sexington posed for the cover of Hot Sex Daily.
We apologize for printing your copyrighted material. We
only hope that the Observer will offer the same consideration
to the professional at Simon & Schuster who was paid to
photograph Jamie Lynn Sigler (“Sopranos Star Speaks,”
Feb 21, 2003) since we are pretty sure it wasn’t Tufts undergraduate, Steven Ross, as indicated in the byline. They
are much more likely to sue.
—The Editors

To the Editor:
In response to the Feb. 14th “From the Elephant’s Mouth”
stating that, “The Feb. 7 issue of the Observer features the ugliest
cover photo since Hideous McUgly posed for the cover of Ugly
World ”: While I respect all opinions of my photographs, I can
only suggest that the editors contact their printing company,
as their last cover was accidently only printed in muddy grey
tones and pink—oh wait, I forgot, THE PRIMARY SOURCE doesn’t
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Commentary
TCUJustice

any new groups at Tufts apply for official University recognition every year. Lately, however, there has been a problem
concerning groups that have faded out yet are still recognized as active by the Tufts Community Union. Besides crowding the roster, the
main problem is that many of these still-recognized clubs are receiving
funding from the University. The TCU Judiciary is not only the group
responsible for recognizing new groups, they are also charged with
derecognizing disbanded clubs. This year is the first in many that the
TCUJ has actually gone through the process of requiring all groups
to submit information in order to maintain recognition.
Since Tufts is home to more than a hundred individual groups,
the Judiciary must clear out the old to make more funds available
for the large number of new groups that apply for recognition every
year. TCU funds have been scarce lately, and Jumbos see nothing
more frustrating than their student activities fee going to groups that
have only a handful of members, most of whom are just packing their
résumés. The Judiciary should verify that each group is actually using
their resources toward goals related to their focus and that their goals
are unique from those of other groups with budgets.
Most groups submitted all necessary information to the TCUJ and
were quickly given re-recognition. There were, however, approximately
twenty groups that did not submit information and were derecognized.
Some of these groups have been essentially defunct for quite some
time. For others, existence is beyond recent Jumbo memory. Given
the limited funds the TCU receives from student activity fees, cleaning
out the dead wood is a great way to get rid of wasteful spending. The
TCUJ finally did their job and did it well. They should be commended
for completing one of their very important yet often overlooked responsibilities. They should be an example to other campus political
assemblies who have forgotten some critical duties in the past.

M

or political). Most of the eastern European countries support the US
because of its involvement in their own liberation. They also support
US efforts in Iraq since their own occupations are still fresh in their
respective minds. Apparently, hostile occupation of France is beginning to fade a bit from memory.
Secondly, the EU itself is organized so as to facilitate the bullying
of newer, smaller governments. In fact, the Maastricht treaty, which
outlines the EU foreign policy, states, “Member states shall support
the Union’s external and security policy actively and unreservedly in a
spirit of loyalty and mutual solidarity.” The treaty requires a consensus
agreement on foreign affairs which results in policies that are watered
down to a point where all member states will agree. The summit’s final
statement concluded that action needed to be taken on Iraq, but also
that the country should be given a final chance to disarm—hardly a
resounding decree. Chirac’s intimidation is fueled by the fact that the
more states that keep quiet, the closer France gets to its own way.
The EU should not be swayed by Chirac’s harassment of other
member states. It should instead take notice of the flaw in its organizational structure. Creating a democratic foreign policy mandate based
on majority vote rather than consensus would minimize bullying, increase efficiency, and strengthen the EU’s international significance.
The accession of the thirteen new member states is also an important
step toward improving economic competition in Europe and, therefore,
should be protected. Chirac should not be excused for his destructive
comments. Hopefully, the EU will survive this desperate cry from a
French fear of dwindling international importance and the possibility
of a democratic EU.

A Cry for Attention

n Thursday, February 20th, a North Korean fighter plane entered
South Korean airspace. The incursion ended minutes later when
South Korean jets chased the intruder back to the border. In response
to the South Korean government’s protest,
Chirac Attaque
the Communist North warned that nuclear
ast year, the EU voted to approve the
war could break out in the region in the near
accession of thirteen new countries. The
future. This incident is the latest attempt by
prospective members are mainly southern and
North Korea to intimidate its neighbors and
eastern European nations, most amidst massive
the United States. North Korea’s actions have
economic development after long periods of
a sense of urgency now that the International
communist control. Their accession marks a
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has requested
significant step toward their economic prosperthe UN Security Council to act in response to the
ity. Unfortunately, one leader of the EU aims
Communist regime’s nuclear weapons program
to hinder this progress. Last week, during an
and expulsion of IAEA weapons inspectors.
emergency summit on Iraq, Jacques Chirac
In a similar situation in June 1994, North
declared intent to bar certain nations from the
Korea kicked out IAEA weapons inspectors
EU after a group of ten prospective and current
and threatened to build nuclear weapons. The
member states professed an allegiance to the
Clinton Administration sent former President
United States’ hard line on Iraq. Chirac said of
Jimmy Carter to make a deal with the North
Romania and Bulgaria, whose memberships
Koreans. They agreed to end their nuclear
are still in discussion, “[their support of war in
program and to grant access to weapons inIraq] is irresponsible behavior. If they wanted to
spectors. In return, the US agreed to provide
diminish their chances of joining Europe they
a supply of oil and to help build two nuclear
How many wars has France won?
could not have found a better way.”
power plants in North Korea. Clinton’s accepChirac’s polarizing comments are indicative of two things. First, tance of this deal was a shameful act of appeasement. Detractors of
France is incapable of tolerating any American influence (be it cultural the agreement warned of its long-term consequences. On October 7,
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1994, Arizona Senator John McCain took the Clinton Administration
to task for its foreign policy failures. “This new concern leads me
to believe that North Korea is on the verge of becoming a nuclear
power. They will have enough plutonium to blackmail South Korea
and Japan, and enough to export to Iran, Syria, and Libya…The fault
will lie with the Carter initiative and with the [Clinton] administration…And while we are still waiting for the bankrupt economy of
North Korea to destroy the regime, North Korea will have changed
the balance of power in Europe and the Middle East.”
Today, North Korea just seems jealous of the attention being given
to Iraq. The North Korean leadership knows that the United States is
about to wage a war in the Middle East and is trying to take advantage
of the situation to win concessions again. The United States must not
appease North Korea this time. This developing crisis is another chance
for the United Nations to redeem itself. China, a power in the region,
has a great deal to fear from a continued North Korean nuclear program.
The nuclear threat may lead Japan and South Korea to develop nuclear
arsenals of their own. If China is willing to step up and work with the
United States to take away North Korea’s weapons of mass destruction,
the world will be a much safer place. Even without Chinese support,
however, the North Korean nuclear program must be stopped. Hopefully,
this will not mean a second Korean War, but there can be no guarantee of
peaceful resolution when the opposing nation is run by an antagonistic
man intent on agitating world superpowers.

Intellectual Homogeneity
he campus Left’s incessant whining over H. W. Bush’s upcoming
visit to Tufts has grown louder and even more obnoxious in the
last couple of weeks. In a protest of the former president’s appearance,
anti-Bush activists have organized a rally in Davis Square followed by a
march toward campus an hour and a half before he is scheduled to speak.
According to one of the many flyers distributed throughout Medford
and Somerville, Bush’s lecture will be “single-minded and one-sided
in its support for war,” and “we need to create a space that is open for
community discussion and debate.”
Incidentally, a rally created by those who have explicitly expressed
animosity toward the former president as well as the impending war on
Iraq will become anything but an open discussion and debate. If these
activists are truly seeking an open dialogue and multi-faceted debate,
then they should arrange for a forum in which people from all sides of
the issue can unconditionally express their opinions. Just as the protesters assume that Bush’s lecture will be one-sided in favor of the war, this
protest actually will be single-minded and one-sided against the war.
There is no open-minded discussion and debate in an anti-war rally.
In “An Open Letter to President Bacow” printed in last week’s
Daily, Steve Marrone and Elizabeth Ammons attacked President
Bacow’s defense that this invitation is evidence of intellectual diversity. They claimed that because past conservative speakers have
outnumbered liberal speakers for this lecture series, Tufts must therefore be using this to “further an external agenda.” Ignoring the fact
that Tufts has hosted a plethora of leftist speakers frequently over the
years—remember Kurt Vonnegut, Noam Chomsky, and Howard Zinn
just from last semester?—the two conspiracy theorists have decided
that this year’s choice for Fares lecturer is a sign of the University’s
educational and intellectual demise.

T

Although the authors of this letter point out that Tufts must defend
freedom of inquiry, they forget that this freedom applies to all viewpoints,
not just their own and that of the liberal majority. In a liberal-dominated environment, this year’s Fares Lecture will provide insights from
the conservative standpoint, the very voice that is generally shunned
and hushed on campus. If the campus Left wants open-mindedness,
they could start by opening their own eyes to the shocking fact that
intellectuals exist on both sides of the political spectrum. If they want
a discussion, they should lead one. If they still hate Bush, no one is
making them attend the lecture!

Inspector Château
oth Medford and Somerville have drafted bills that would
enact mandatory apartment inspections every single time a
lease changes hands. The respective mayors and building commissioners have jointly stipulated that these inspections will cost $75,
and must be done before occupancy. This bill is a logistical nightmare and is doomed to fail. Unlike apartments in outlaying towns,
the apartments around Tufts are constantly changing occupants as
students move in and out. At the beginning of each year, hundreds
of apartments are re-rented; if each apartment is to be inspected
before the new tenants move in, there will either have to be an army
of inspectors running around, or, more likely, people will be forced
to sleep in their cars for weeks on end as the few inspectors make
their rounds. These inspections cannot be ten minute “once-overs”
if they are to be useful, and in an effort to escape future lawsuits,
inspectors will undoubtedly find every nit-picky detail and demand it
be repaired, as is the current practice with local building inspections.
This process could take weeks to accomplish each September, with
the inspectors idling for much of the rest of the year. According to
the new law, if people are found in their apartments before they are
inspected, they will be fined. Where will the students live? Landlords
obviously won’t risk letting them move in early, unless the fine is
levied on the occupants.
Complaints are often voiced regarding the high cost of rent
around the Tufts campus. As always, the shortage of housing forces
the price of rents in one direction—upward. If this legislation is
enacted, it will force rents even higher. Landlords will not take on
the burden of inspection expenses without desperate students willing to pay exorbitant rents in return—if every landlord passes on
the cost of the inspections, it will be the students who lose.
The skyrocketing demand for housing around the Tufts campus
has forced many business savvy landlords to find ways of expanding their properties to house these students who have been cast out
of Tufts’ dorms. Most area landlords have pulled permits for their
construction projects, but some have not. Improper and un-permitted building renovations need to be addressed, and unsafe living
conditions must be found and corrected. A better system might employ biannual inspections. How often do drastic changes happen
to buildings after all? Most landlords do pull permits and have the
required inspections. Rather than bring Big Brother in at the first
sign of trouble, students should get an education in common sense
and basic fire codes before living on their own. If they suspect a
problem, they should notify their landlord, and if the landlord is
negligent, the authorities should be contacted.

B
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Fortnight in Review
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Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
PS A Long Beach, CA gunman allegedly smeared chocolate
pudding over his face, then climbed through a drive-through
window and robbed a wienerschnitzel restaurant. A warrant
has been issued for one Wilhelm Cosby.
PS Panama City Beach tourism officials worry that spring
break this year may not be as profitable this year, due to higher
prices, a weak economy and impending war. Fortunately, Girls
Gone Wild: Baghdad is expected to fill the void with a variety
of raucous, burqa-raising home videos.
PS Fish and Game officer Douglas Gralenski said he had
never seen anything like it in his 17 years: a collision between
a snowmobile and a dog sled team. The dog-sledder was hospitalized with multiple injuries. This event is expected to
replace the old adage “Never bring a knife to a gun fight,”
with the more modern but unwieldy “never bring a sled to a
snowmobile accident.”
PS The Daily printed a photograph by Soren Burns of a senior dinner at the Gifford House. The SOURCE brings you the…
Top Ten captions of the photo below:
10. “…and that’s why I think the Naked Quad Run should
be abolished.”
9. “Speaking of naked running…PILLOW FIGHT!!!”
8. “Where the heck have you been young lady, it’s almost 10 o’clock.
Your mother is worried sick.”
7. “You chicks like gladiator movies? Ever been in a Turkish prison?”
6. “Well, no one has ever asked to pledge Gifford house…”
5. “My son’s available. And he’s Jewish.”
4. “I’ll take the one on the right.”
3. Through gritted teeth: “Dammit, Larry not now.”
2. “Can I get you guys anything? A hot pocket perhaps?”
1. This photo is blurry. The Daily needs Matt Edmundson.

PS Portland Civil Air Patrol squadron formed a Rapid Response
Team to assist in homeland security. They will respond within
an hour of activation for reconnaissance and other activities.
Officials say the anti-terror teams are based on the Tufts’ Bias
Response Team’s efforts to curb racist graffiti and are expected
to prevent just as many incidents.
PS Massive sumo wrestlers used to muscling loincloth-clad rivals
out of the ring in Japan’s national sport are being mobilized to
fight rising crime. In order to prepare for immediate mobilization of the mammoth athlete-officers, Japan has rented a fleet
of forklifts and alerted Dunkin Donuts to increase production
ten-fold.
PS A 58-year-old German man was sentenced to seven years in
jail after attacking a factory worker with a pair of bull castration
tongs. This just goes to show that when bull castration tongs are
illegal, only criminals will have bull castration tongs.
PS Alaskan business operators are upset that the US Ski and
Snowboard Association decided to relocate next month’s Alpine
Championships due to poor snow conditions in Alaska. A Bush
administration official would have been on hand to deny that this
was an effect of global warming, but his plane hit a palm tree
landing in Anchorage.
PS The Circus World Museum has cut its annual budget by $1.3
million and its staff 20%. Clowns are reported to be almost 43%
sadder and the elephant trainers were disappointed to have to
eliminate some of their charges, but claimed that any elephants
liquidated were “delicious.”
PS Missouri Senator Sarah Steelman is sponsoring a bill to
ensure that no one under 21 is allowed to work as an exotic
dancer. When asked his opinion on the age limit issue, out-ofwork UN inspector Scott Ritter confided that “anything over
14 is just nasty.”
PS What is believed to be the USA’s first Buddhist
high school is to open in Hawaii this August. Pacific
Buddhist Academy in Nuuanu will include instruction
on conflict resolution and communication, school officials said. Whereas most schools require students to
pass aptitude test before graduation, PBA has decided it
is time for students to leave only when they can “snatch
the pebble from my hand.”
PS AP courses will also be offered for students who
“learn fast, grasshopper.”
PS Fremont City will not be celebrating Earth Day
this April due to budget issues. Last year, the city spent
$65,000 on booths, music and seminars on conservation
and recycling. The day proved to be extra costly when
the city spent $1 million on an eighth of weed and then
tipped the pizza guy $20 million on a $12 pizza.
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PS The Seattle City Council passed a resolution criticizing the Patriot
Act, as it threatens civil liberties, particularly those of immigrants and
ethnic minorities. Police departments have responded to these concerns
by suggesting that they post copies of the Bill of Rights in prominent
locations, such as “stapled to the forehead of every Arab we find.”
PS “Kalashnikov” has long set the standard for powerful rifles, but if
elderly Russian inventor Mikhail Kalashnikov gets his way the famous
name will soon be linked to umbrellas, watches and even aftershave.
Possible slogans for the new products include “For the Marxist rebel
on the go,” “Commit terror in style,” and of course “Kalashnikov:
just because you are a dead body, doesn’t mean you have to smell
like one.”
PS Amazon Brooks holds a special title in Chicago. The 105-year-old
woman is the city’s oldest registered voter, officials say. She’s already
cast an absentee ballot for next week’s city elections and says she
plans to keep voting as long as she can mark the ballot. Ms. Brooks,

an ardent hawk, says she’ll be voting Republican in 2004 to “teach
the Kaiser a lesson he won’t forget.”
PS Work has begun on restarting the idle Unit 1 reactor at Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant in Athens, Alabama to provide energy for the
Tennessee Valley Authority. Alarmed at the state’s efforts to restart
the defunct reactor, the UN Energy Committee warned that Alabama
could have the bomb by 2006.
PS If that were to happen, Mississippi and Louisiana might be forced
to respond by developing their own nuclear weapons...or at least some
kind of atomic gumbo.
PS Work on restarting the idle reactor has stimulated the area job
market and boosted sales at businesses near the plant. Marie Morring,
who runs restaurant in Tanner, has hired extra cooks and installed more
dining tables to feed workers. Morring claims they now have twice as
many mouths to feed, though mostly due to radioactive mutations.

From the Elephant's Mouth
) Is she hot or not? Amber Madison alerted one SOURCE editor
to a mention of her in the March Cosmopolitan. The randy
writer said it would give us new “ammunition… [her]
picture and everything.” She said it, not us…
Madison told the Observer’s James Watriss that
her articles relay “information she has read in…
well-known books,” yet she kicked off the semester by telling students to eat more
cookies. She must have found this
advice in the best-seller Ten Bites
to Obesity.
) You bet she’s angry! Charlene Teters
visited Tufts to discuss negative Native
American images in professional sports.
Boy, it’s a good thing we have a Native
American culture rep to bring important
programs to campus… He played knick-knack
on her knee: Larry Bacow jumped into the
middle of a senate photo, quickly finding a spot
on senator Alexis Smith’s lap. We’re hoping this
isn’t what they mean by Senate Outreach.
) A Daily Editorial dug into the personal lives of
Abby Moffat and Andrew Potts, suggesting that
their relationship was at the root of senate election
problems. The Tufts Daily: Because inquiring
minds want to know… Kiss, make up, and give
a tell-all interview: Andrew Potts and Alison
Clarke officially announced to the senate that they
have set aside bad feelings. Next week in the Daily: the shocking
photos of Potts and Clarke working toward “common goals!”
Find out what Abby and Ben have to say!

) Headline: “Election violated ELBO by-laws.” Article: “This
weekend’s hurried senatorial elections appear to be in violation of the TCU Election Board (ELBO) by-laws.” ELBO
members and senator Adam Koeppel were later quoted
in the article, saying the election was perfectly legal. Dan Fowler might as well change the Daily
slogan to: “Where you must have
read it first, because we made
half of it up.”
) Another reason you shouldn’t
do math homework with a Daily chief
editor: “Issue 15” was printed twice:
once on February 11, and then again
the next day, messing up numbering
for the rest of the week. Clearly, Daily
editors were too concerned with making
up news to get the minor details right… Six
degrees of Abby? The ELEPHANT predicts: Fowler
will explain that his grade school teacher’s old
frat buddy’s boss’ wife disowned her son who
sold his online identity to Nick Abraham, who’s
a friend of Moffat’s. Clearly, it’s Abby’s fault that
Dan can’t count.
) Everyone gets tickets to the Fares Lecture…except ROTC: Sources tells us the ROTC offered a
color guard to parade the flag into Gantcher before
the Fares Lecture. Apparently, the Department of
Stewardship rejected the offer, but as consolation
maybe the soldiers will be allowed to perform in the MIT gym.
) THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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An honor to host, no matter the ideology.

Don't Burn This Bush
by Sam Dangremond

Despite this debacle, Bush stuck to his
conservative base on several occasions. One
of his shining domestic policy moments came
with the nomination of Clarence Thomas to the
Supreme Court.Astrict constructionist, Thomas
now sits as one of the most conservative members of the High Court. The Bush administration
steadfastly stood beside Thomas in the face of
unsubstantiated allegations of sexual harassment and ensured a narrow confirmation by
Congress despite harsh partisan opposition.
Regardless of his ups and downs in
domestic policy, the defining issue of Bush’s
administration was the Gulf War. Iraqi dictator
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait in August
of 1990, and Bush spent the following six
months building support for a US led armed
resistance. Using a multilateral approach favored by then National Security Advisor Brent
Scowcroft and Secretary of State James Baker,
the Bush administration led the UN Security
Council to authorize “all necessary means”
to remove Saddam. At the time, Bush faced
a deeply divided nation, garnering just over
half of each house of Congress to support the
use of force, but people were quickly won
over when the war progressed with resounding
success. Kuwait was liberated only a month
and a half after combat began with the price of
only 146 American lives. Bush was criticized,
however, for allowing Saddam to remain in
power, leaving the world with another Middle
East crisis today.
As former President Bush addresses the
Tufts community tonight, Tuftonians should
be mindful of his long track record of public
service. Though he may be ridiculed by antiwar activists, and not especially loved by hard
line right-wingers, George H.W. Bush deserves
everyone’s respect.


ormer President George Herbert Walker elected president in order to begin his own
Bush’s political career can best be campaign for the presidency.
summed up by the statement he made shortly
During the primaries of the 1980 presiafter losing a Texas Senate race in 1964, “I took dential election, Bush harshly criticized fellow
some of the far-right positions to get elected. I Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reahope I never do it again. I regret it.” Although gan on a number of fronts, calling Reagan’s
he regularly positioned
tax plan “voodoo
himself as a moderate,
economics.” When
Though he may be
and occasionally wanfaced with Reagan’s
ridiculed by anti-war
dered far from conseroverwhelming popuactivists, and not
vative ideology, on the
larity, however, Bush
whole Bush was an
accepted Reagan’s
especially loved by
effective force for conoffer to serve as Vicehard line rightservatism in American
President. Bush was
politics. George H.W.
often viewed as less
wingers, George H.W.
Bush was a competent,
conservative than
Bush deserves
if not overly conservaReagan, but he diseveryone’s respect.
tive, president—and his
played intense loyalty
lifetime of achievement
to the administration.
in the political arena makes him worthy of As vice-president, Bush strongly supported the
respect from the Tufts community.
Cold War policies of communist containment
Born June 12, 1924 in Milton, Massachu- and rebuilding of the military.
setts, Bush grew up with strong family values
In what was billed as “Reagan’s third
and quickly developed a duty to serve his term,” Bush was elected president in 1988 over
country. After prep school at Phillips Andover Democratic challenger Michael Dukakis. As
Academy, Bush enrolled in the United States president, he lived up to his image as a moderate
Navy at age 18. During World War II, Bush conservative, enjoying several successes when
was a highly decorated Navy pilot, earning the he stuck to a conservative ideology—as well as
Distinguished Flying Cross for bravery. After suffering several failures when he fell short of
completing his education at Yale following the those principles. Most glaringly, Bush’s deciWar, Bush began his political career, becoming sion to raise taxes despite
the first Republican to represent Houston in his campaign “Read my
the House of Representatives in 1966.
Lips” promise alienated
After a second unsuccessful attempt to voters and led to his derepresent Texas in the Senate, Bush was ap- feat in 1992. The tax inpointed Ambassador to the UN by President crease came when Bush
Nixon in 1971. In this position, Bush worked proposed a budget that
closely with Henry Kissinger to deal with cut domestic programs
the end of the Vietnam War. Subsequently while maintaining miliBush was appointed Chairman of the Repub- tary funding. In the face
lican National Committee and later briefly of harsh criticism from
served as a liaison to the People’s Republic the Democratically
of China. Bush then took on the position of controlled Congress,
Director of Central Intelligence and head Bush unfortunately sucof the CIA under President Ford. Bush re- cumbed to a deal with the
signed from this position when Carter was Democrats which slowed
spending growth but also
Mr. Dangremond is a senior majoring in
Tufts students may learn a thing or two if they
increased taxes.
actually listen to the former President.
Chemical Engineering.
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FROM THE EDITOR*
ne can regard the rampant political correctness at Tufts as either a silly trend or as a serious
threat to academic freedom. It is indeed difficult to refrain from chuckling at courses that
emphasize “the corn-mother” and strive to find “a sense of place.” In recent weeks, however, a
number of students and faculty have vehemently protested the upcoming visit of former President
George Bush. Their objection to his lecture on the aftermath of the Gulf War reveals a disregard
for basic free speech rights and is consistent with the double-standard that the prevailing politically
correct powers at Tufts employ towards guest speakers.
George Bush’s visit certainly will not mark the first time a “controversial” speaker has
visited Tufts. In 1991, Dinesh D’Souza, author of Illiberal Education, arrived on campus to
present an analysis that was critical of affirmative action policies and their consequences. He
was met with an environment so hostile that armed police were needed to ensure public safety.
In fact, two students came to the lecture bound to each other in heavy metal chains, in an attempt
to symbolically label D’Souza as a racist. In a similar vein, the Dean of Students Office, in 1993,
cancelled a forum on the future of gays in the military. More than likely, the cancellation was
politically motivated as one of the speakers (Mr. Terry Jefferies, a policy analyst for Patrick
Buchanan) would have argued against the morality of homosexuality.
During the 1992 presidential election, when Estelle DeBates, the vice presidential candidate
of the Socialist Workers Party spoke on campus, there were no public challenges made against her
right to speak freely. Likewise, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Donna Shalala, was
the keynote speaker at President DiBiaggio’s inauguration without any major protest. Although
both speakers have reputations as radical leftists, their fundamental right to express their thoughts
and ideas was not challenged. One cannot help but wonder why a full-fledged socialist can speak
at Tufts without any problem, but a former President of the United States cannot.
Those who oppose Bush’s presence on campus are doing the rest of the Tufts community a
great disservice. The function of an academic institution of Tufts’ caliber is to provide its students
with superior opportunities to learn. George Bush has an excellent knowledge of foreign relations,
and his presence will no doubt enlighten those who are fortunate enough to attend his speech.
It is a sad commentary on the state of Tufts when some of its students and faculty give politics
precedence over scholarship.
Of further concern is that politically motivated students and professors are attempting to
impede basic free speech rights. While freedom of speech is a debatable subject, even among
conservatives, it is entirely unreasonable to demand that someone be precluded from addressing
a legitimate issue because of a difference in viewpoint. Petty politics should never be employed
to thwart basic freedoms.
Any legitimate university should be dedicated to encouraging a stimulating academic
setting that permits reasonable thought and discourse. Tufts is doing its students a great service
by obtaining George Bush as a speaker. Unfortunately, far too many Tuftonians refuse to give
credit where it is due.
—Steve Seltzer (LA '96)

O

* This editorial appeared in the October 13, 1994 issue of THE PRIMARY SOURCE shortly
before George H. W. Bush delivered his first speech to the Tufts student body.
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Nuclear Weapons
Reductions and the
START T reaty
“By reducing arms, we
reverse a half-century of
steadily growing
strategic arsenals. But
more than that, we take a
significant step forward
in dispelling a halfcentury of mistrust. By
building trust, we pave a
path to peace.”

The fall of communism
and its

the lead in forging peace and freedom's best
hope, a great and growing commonwealth of free nations.”
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an aggressive dictator threatening his neighbors.”

NAFTA
Negotiations
“We know what works:

and the exercise of free will
unhampered by the state.”
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We know there's a million but we had to narrow the list...

Fifty Reasons
to be glad
you're not

French

d They are really good at losing
d They suck at winning (see above)
d They speak with a silly accent
d They still think they are a world power
d Berets
d Jerry Lewis mania
d Quebec
d Smelly cheese
d Smelly people
d Pointilism
d Jean Jacques Rousseau and his noble savage
d They don’t know that Ivory Coast is an
independent country
d They think they won World War II
d They actually believe they have “veto power”
d The Vietnam War
d Pepe Le Peu
d Nude beaches—this would be good if it weren't for:
d Hairy broads
d They think that French is still the lingua franca
d They had to hire foreign nationals to win the
World Cup
d Olympic figure skating judges
d Roman Polanksi’s Macbeth, complete with kiddie porn
d San Pellegrino beats Perrier
d Air France
14 THE PRIMARY SOURCE, FEBRUARY 26, 2003

d Renault
d Peugot
d They stole Universal Pictures
d EuroDisney
d Their steaks are the size of meatballs
d They eat snails and frogs
d Paris-Match
d Babylonian Captivity
d Concorde safety record
d Eiffel just copied the Tokyo Tower
d Joan of Arc—that troublemaker
d Socialism is so last century
d It’s part of “Old” Europe
d That big bike race (even a one-testicled American can win)
d The Arc de Triomphe isn’t wide enough for our tanks
d Cirque du Soleil—they’re so freaking weird
d “Freedom fries”
d Poodles
d They were late getting to Yorktown
d Worker strikes
d The Maginot Line
d Belgium (close enough)
d Moulin Rouge
d That whole helping the Nazis thing
d Gérard Depardieu
d Saddam Hussein

"The fact that France is against [the war] almost makes me
want to be fully for it." —Joe Klein

Croque Saddame
by Steve Tempesta

French president Jacques Chirac also has
personal ties to Saddam. They met in 1975,
when Chirac was still Prime Minister and made
deals giving French oil companies a number of
concessions in Iraq and a 23% share of interest
in Iraqi oil. Saddam was then Vice President of
Iraq and well on his way to seizing dictatorial
control. Chirac then approved the construction
of the Tammuz nuclear power center, which
aided Iraqi efforts to produce nuclear weapons
but which was thankfully bombed by the Israelis
in 1980. If the Iraqi regime is overthrown by
the US, the French fear that US companies will
replace them as potential developers of Iraqi oil
after the sanctions are lifted.
The simple fact is that no one likes an ingrate.
France could just refuse to take action, as they
have done in conflict after conflict. They have,
however, made a conscious decision to completely
undermine the actions of President Bush, while
still demanding the disarmament of Iraq. “The
French,” Dennis Miller commented, “are always
reluctant to surrender to the wishes of their friends
and always more than willing to surrender to the
wishes of their enemies.” France’s actions have
undermined the main principles of both the UN
and NATO. No alliance can survive when its
members are constantly against each other. Unfortunately the US might have to take the higher
road and do France’s dirty work, something they
have been doing for the last 200 years.
Germany not wanting to fight is understandable; they tend to feel like taking over the world
once they get going. But France is winless for the
last two centuries. Maybe they will be a key to
our victory; we can put them in charge of making surrender flags for the Iraqi troops. They do
have extensive experience in that field.


orace Walpole, a British letter-writer of attack. France’s desire to make the EU
and memoirist, once said, “I do not an opposing faction to NATO is pathetic.
dislike the French for the vulgar antipathy The socialist, anti-Semitic, and cowardly
between neighboring nations, but for their actions of France should never factor into
insolent and unfounded airs of superiority.” international community actions.
If Walpole had been alive today, the actions of
France said they object to the resolution
France against fellow NATO member Turkey to defend Turkey because the French seek
would not have surprised him.
peace. Apparently, approving the defense
In an alliance with Germany, Belgium, of Turkey would go further down the path
and Russia, France has sought to block the to war. France has, however, sold over
protection of Turkey
$20 billion dollars
Jacques Chirac’s
in the event of conworth of weapons,
flict erupting in Iraq.
including their Midiplomatic impotence
Seemingly, France is
rage fighter, to Iraq.
in every organization
against all forms of
Twenty years ago,
war, but one must
France was Iraq’s
has but one goal: to
question France’s
second largest traddisagree with the
motivation to deny
ing partner, behind
United States.
a member nation
Russia. Iraq made
protection in case of
France its largest
aggression. Jacques Chirac’s diplomatic oil market in Europe. If Saddam’s regime
impotence in every organization has but comes to an end, France stands to lose bilone goal: to disagree with the United lions in loan repayments and money owed
States. Chirac has done nothing to help for the weapons. No wonder they want to
with the UN’s disarmament of Iraq other sit this one out. Twenty billion dollars is a
than offer Saddam more excuses to reveal sad excuse to avoid disarming a tyrant and
the ineptitude of the Security Council. The is a telling commentary on the state of the
US, on the other hand, is standing at the economy in France.
border with 100,000 armed inspectors ready
to go in. This could be over a lot faster if
France could only see the stupidity in their
arguments. But since the French were not
directly attacked in 9/11, they are unable
to draw on actual experience in surprise
attacks—except that time when Germany
walked around the Maginot Line, twice.
France has long been a model of military
incompetence; it is not even a member of
the Defense Planning Committee in NATO.
Forty years ago France left the DPC mainly
due to their inability to ever mobilize an
armed force and now only sits in on political discussions. NATO itself has now been
threatened by the “no” vote of France and
Germany on the United States’ and other
members’ plans to defend Turkey in case
Mr. Tempesta is a senior majoring in
Chirac and Saddam at Tammuz nuclear power center in 1975.
Chemistry and History.
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"Grant to me keenness of mind...skill in learning, subtlety to
interpret, and eloquence in speech." —St. Thomas Aquinas

Reclaiming Goddard Chapel
by Christian Miller
he past several weeks have witnessed that a strong undertone of disapproval for a
an increase in the intensity of politi- conservative administration in general has
cal activism on the Tufts campus, focusing on been catalyzing such strong anti-war sentihow the Bush administration will handle Iraq’s ments in recent months.
continued defiance of UN resolutions. At the
The lack of an objective moral analysis
heart of the anti-war movement lies Tufts Co- can be found in a planned attempt to expand
alition Opposing War on Iraq (TCOWI). The “dialogue” about the current situation last
recent inundation
week. The CCT
of posters, table
had canceled a
The anti-war movement
tents, and flyers
scripture obserremains devoid of serious
advertising varivation in order
ous war protests
discussion over the “moral to host a showing
and activities,
of 3 Kings with
legitimacy” of possible
including the
TCOWI. It is
military intervention, and it difficult to recogprotest against
Bush Sr., are
nize the value of
is here that the CCT must
a testament to
such an activity
be found at fault.
how vehemently
from a Christian
TCOWI memperspective, since
bers are opposed to the prospect of military the movie’s purpose was to satirize the war in
intervention. Interestingly, an unspoken and a highly political, but amoral fashion.
less visible ally of TCOWI has been the CathoWhy then, is the Catholic community belic Community at Tufts (CCT). Such an alli- coming embroiled in such a highly political
ance poses a perplexing problem for the greater topic? Perhaps part of the reason can be
Catholic community at the University.
found in the Roman Catholic CatThe crux of the dilemma stems from CCT echism: “The strict conditions for
co-presidents, Emily Cappetta and Kristin legitimate defense by military
Sternowski, and Father O’Leary signing the force require rigorous considTCOWI public statement. Their signatures eration. The gravity of such a
imply that they have foregone their role as decision makes it subject to
Catholic leaders. This departure from their rigorous conditions of moral
positions can be seen from two standpoints: the legitimacy… The evaluation
principles defining TCOWI’s stance towards of these conditions belongs
military intervention and the lack of an evalu- to the prudential judgment of
ation of the issue from a Catholic standpoint. those who have responsibility
TCOWI states in their petition, “We for the common good.” Hence,
oppose this very costly, extremely risky, and Catholics are required to pray for
unjustified imperialist course of action,” and, peace and urge their respective civil
“They do not act in our interests. They must representatives to exhaust all possible means
not act in our name.” Comments like these of obtaining a peaceful resolution. In this retip their hand, revealing very secular and spect, the CCT is arguably fulfilling its duty.
politically motivated reasons for campaign- While pushing for peace, however, the anti-war
ing against non-peaceful solutions. Certainly, movement remains devoid of serious discusduring Clinton’s eight years there was hardly sion over the “moral legitimacy” of possible
the same public outcry over the continual military intervention, and for this the CCT
bombing of the no-fly zones in Iraq. It seems must be found at fault.
The Catechism defines counter-exMr. Miller is a sophomore majoring in
amples to a “just war” in the following
Math and Quantitative Economics.
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language: “Every act of war directed to the
indiscriminate destruction of vast areas with
their inhabitants is a crime against God, which
merits firm and unequivocal condemnation. A
danger of modern warfare is that it provides
the opportunity to those who possess modern
scientific weapons—especially atomic, biological, or chemical weapons —to commit
such crimes…Over-armament multiplies
reasons for conflict and increases the danger
of escalation.” We must disarm Iraq, but so
long as Saddam is over-armed, the reasons
for conflict multiply, outweighing the reasons
for holding back. Surely it is not the intention of the Bush administration to commit
such atrocities, or they would not have spent
the past six months embroiled in tedious and
fruitless negotiations and inspections with the
international community. In fact, the Pope has
strongly praised the current administration for
their adherence to a core principle of Catholicism—the sanctity of life.
Also, the excerpt accurately describes Saddam and his regime, specifically his amassing
of chemical weapons, which he has not only
used indiscriminately, but on 30,000 of his
own people. Surprisingly, the CCT, and the
greater Catholic community, have been silent in
their call to condemn the regime’s actions and
demand that Saddam account for his crimes.
Moreover, it is a disservice to Catholics everywhere, including at Tufts, that the Church
hierarchy has been entirely lopsided on the
issue. US Cardinal Stafford recently
harshly criticized his own country’s
policy, making false accusations
in Inside the Vatican that “the
government of the United
States has recently threatened to use nuclear weapons
against Iraq.” Compare this
public remark to the Pope’s
call for Iraq to respect UN
resolutions in a recent meeting
with the Iraqi deputy minister.
The discontinuity begs the question of the laity as to whether the
hierarchy is truly acting in conjunction
with the Catechism and the Pontificate.
Indeed, the prospect of peace is always
preferable to military intervention, and there
should be no doubt that the current administration would opt for the former. The administration need not be prompted to work for peace,
but the CCT could use a reminder to act in
accordance with Church teachings—teachings
that allow for the possibility of a “just war,”
as seems to be the case with Iraq.


Larry sends fan mail to the Supreme Court.

Boxers or Briefs?
by Brandon Balkind

of a student community without government interference. At the same time, Tufts
is very much unlike these small, private
colleges. Tufts, a research university that
accepts huge grants from both the state and
federal governments, cannot discriminate in
admissions, all thanks to Title VI. There is
no such thing as free money, and President
Bacow of all people, should know this. The
government demands that federally funded
universities adhere to the principles of equal
consideration and non-discrimination. If
Tufts were to stop relying on federal grants,
it would be free to choose applicants by
any criteria, including race.
When asked about the University’s
reaction to the impending Court decision,
Bacow said, “Whatever we do, we will obey
the law.” It would be much more credible if
Tufts was not currently breaching the Title
VI contract. Obeying the law entails actually abiding by it, not trying to interpret it
creatively. The reality is that the University
will react in the worst way possible. As with
current affairs, leftist faculty members will
make protest their number one priority at the
expense of education. When justice is upheld,
and the University changes its policy, it will
be met with nothing but resistance.
The weakness of the administration has
paved the way for protest. Nothing has been
done to discourage those who undermine
the academic integrity of the University.
With a long heritage of only minimal
compliance with Title VI and politically
extremist faculty, the brief issued by Bacow
is the drop of the checkered flag in a race
of liberal insanity.


un around naked, and the president will
Maybe the brief should have represented
be sure to email the entire school with the views of the student body as well. There
his thoughts. On the other hand, when President was a group created for representing student
Bacow wants to make a
opinion. It’s called the
statement on behalf of
TCU Senate. Yet the
The brief issued by
the University to the
Senate was never
Bacow is the drop
Supreme Court, commuconsulted by Bacow in
nicating his views to the
filing this brief. The filof the checkered
student body apparently
ing was not meant to be
flag in a race of
does not matter.
a secret action, and by
What is in this
no means was it done in
liberal insanity.
legal brief that the
haste. During this time,
University endorsed? If the Daily had the however, the opinion of the student body was
resources to write an in-depth article, the never considered.
student body might actually know by now.
The motivations of the University’s
Instead, it is the responsibility of this in- own admissions office come into question
frequently published magazine to yet again in many respects. According to Dean Cutprovide the real story.
tino, the future of Tufts admissions may lie
In the brief of Amici Curiae, a consortium in a merit-based, need-blind system. Such a
of small, private colleges, including Tufts, called system, however, would not allow the admison the Court to take into consideration their list sions office to individually select students
of grievances before making a decision on the according to socio-economic status. Needaffirmative action situation at the University of blind admissions will automatically provide
Michigan. (The brief may be read in its entirety diversity. How would race-blind admissions
at http://www.tuftsprimarysource.org/brief.)
somehow thwart that effect?
In addition to other excuses, the brief
What it all comes down to is money.
explains the need for race-based admissions Tufts, very much like other small, private,
as a means to level the academic playing field. colleges, wants to create its own version
According to section I.B of the brief, “Colleges
have to be sensitive to race in making admissions
decisions.” Although racist admissions officers
cannot envision a system where skin-color does
not matter, they do not, in fact, need such a
system. It is a matter of convenience for those
who want to “fill a gap” in certain areas, as one
administrator put it.
David Cuttino, Tufts’Dean ofAdmissions,
does not necessarily abide by the same philosophy as presented in the brief. The priority in
Tufts admissions is not “leveling the playing
field,” so much as creating an artificially diverse
community. The aspect of diversity is mentioned
in the brief but is only one of the three major
justifications for supporting race-based admissions. Why was the brief sent if it only partially
represented the views of the administration?
Mr. Balkind is a sophomore majoring in
Dean Cuttino gets some affirmative action.
Computer Engineering.
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An oft-censored SOURCE writer gets to use foul language.

Vulvalicious
by Jonathan Halpert
agina. If that shocks you, don’t bother scribes how her husband wishes to change
reading on, as The Vagina Monologues her body to fit his model of ideal beauty.
is not for the faint of heart. To the average In “The Flood,” an elderly woman deobserver, howscribes the lack
ever, the play is
of understandThe way the play quickly
not as shocking
ing or approval
becomes an all out
as it wishes it
people have for
shock-fest, with women
were. Certainly,
the female body
much
worse
and how she has
screaming, “Cunt!” and
has been said
essentially lived
prostitutes moaning
around the poker
in shame for betable on a Friday
ing who she is.
copiously, the whole thing
night. What the
In “The Vagina
winds up missing the very
Monologues does
Workshop,” a
target it made.
accomplish is to
younger woman
habituate theaterfinds her clitoris
goers to the word “vagina.”
and is amazed at how little she knew about
The intent of the Monologues is a part of her own body. All three of these
to demystify the vagina, both the body are Old Feminism. It is true that women are
part and the word. No longer will it be misled to believe that they are dirty or must
a symbol of weakness, but rather a ral- look or act a certain way to please the men
lying point for all women: in the words around them. This preoccupation with outof “My Short Skirt,” a means by which dated notions of purity have likely led some
to declare “these streets, any streets my women to fail to understand—or even think
vagina’s country.” Whoa. And in a way, about—what the old lady in “The Flood”
the dual intent of the play—demystify and aptly describes as “down there.” Old Femiconquer—mirrors exactly the dual nature nism seeks to break down these barriers, to
of its philosophy: feminism.
allow women to understand themselves, if
Feminism, whose adherents love the for no other reason than their health.
Monologues, is a changing movement.
Unfortunately, the play quickly moves
Founded originally as a philosophy by on to New Feminism and its extreme worldwhich to attain equal treatment for women, view. Where Old Feminism wanted to make
it has morphed into a distant cousin of its women equal to men, New Feminism wants
once constructive self. Old Feminism is to change a “man’s world,” into a “woman’s
the kind of feminism everyone agrees with world.” And just as they believe that women
(except bin Laden, of course); women are made poor men in the man’s world, now
equal to men, they make equally good they hope the new women’s world will
lawyers, doctors, and engineers, their allow women to dominate and that men
lives are their own, and they don’t have will turn out to be poor women.
to spend their days cooking and cleaning if
The means by which the Monologues
they don’t want to. Old Feminism is good hopes to accomplish this is to raise the flag
feminism and no one who loves freedom of the vagina over the hated phallus. In
or the Constitution can deny that.
“My Short Skirt,” women describe the title
The Monologues begin in the guise of garment as allowing them to experience the
Old Feminism with a few fairly agreeable whole world through their vaginas, a way to
scenes. In the first, “Hair,” a woman de- show off “who they are,” essentially saying
a woman is the worth of her vagina. The
Mr. Halpert is a senior majoring in
Monologues also talks a lot about men. In
Chemistry.
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all the original Monologues but one, men
are described as rapists and wife-beaters
who only want to hurt women and use them
for their own pleasure. In “Wear and Talk,”
women explain what their vaginas would
say. Half of the slogans are the equivalent
of “That’s it?” or “What was that?” in reference to men’s inability to please them. The
only positive description of a heterosexual
encounter involves a man who stares and
worships and deifies his partner’s vagina,
thinking only of it and not of himself. This
is the New Feminism, where women are
in charge, and men are either criminals or
servants. There is no room for equality in
the new world order.
Having dismissed men, the Monologues takes on a decidedly lesbian
overtone with monologues like “The
Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas
Happy” and the bizarrely titled “The
Little Coochie Snorcher That Could,” in
which a 13-year old believes she was saved
by the affections of an older woman. As
she says of the situation, “If it was rape,
it was a good rape”—just like the ticket
prices. This line was so over the top that in
some versions the author, Eve Ensler, has
removed this scene altogether. But shock
value aside, the Monologues does a disservice to its core audience. In the earlier
scenes, the monologues really do connect

"CUNT!!!"

with women on a subject that is scantily
discussed. This is Old Feminism showing
through. But by equating good feminism
with lesbianism, the Monologues leaves
heterosexual women out in the cold. By
failing to honestly examine the role of men
in women’s lives, the original Monologues
is not talking about female sexuality; it’s
talking about lesbian sexuality. If the whole
purpose of the Monologues was to bring
women in touch with their sexuality, via
their vaginas of course, then it fails.
Having endured the disappointing
conclusion of the original monologues,
which quickly devolved into man-hating
and other traditionally boring aspects of
virulent New Feminism, the play continues
into two monologues written specifically
for the Tufts performance. Perhaps even
the producers felt that the original script
had left too many questions unanswered
and veered too far to the extreme to remain
relevant. To rectify the situation they added
one scene about men, performed by men,
and another for women. Although the
women’s scene is little more than a watered down plea for an end to rape (which
last I heard was still an executable offense
in Texas) and a dare to the audience to
imagine a world without violence, the
men’s scene was surprisingly well written. Though lacking Ensler’s style, the
men wrote a coherent, honest appraisal
of whether having sex was itself a violent
act. They conclude that loving heterosexual
sex is possible and show a real dilemma
in trying, as a modern man, to equilibrate
between one’s natural urges and modern
sensibilities. Though it was a little on the
soft side, the scene did help answer the one
question the original monologues could
not: what are men supposed to do?
It is traditional for the SOURCE to rag on
the Monologues as a hippy dippy, get-intouch-with-your-feelings-athon, man-hating lesbian rampage. And in some ways this
is not wrong. But this statement ignores
the fact that the Monologues really does
hit a sensitive spot (haha) on the American
psyche and explores a subject that many
women find difficult and conflicting. But
the way the play quickly becomes an all
out shock-fest, with women screaming,
“Cunt!” and prostitutes moaning copiously, the whole thing winds up missing
the very target it made and killing the discussion it began. My vagina would say, “I
want my five bucks back.”


books

Africa Speaks
by Mark Goldblatt
The Permanent Press, ISBN 1-57962-037-X
$24, hardcover

ast April, Mark Goldblatt wrote an article titled “On Being Whiteballed” for
National Review Online in which he complains
that he had difficulty finding a publisher for
his first novel, Africa Speaks. The reason proffered is that his novel satirizes the speech of
black Americans and is thus too hot for most
mainstream publishers to handle. He blames
the same scaredy-cat politics for his book’s
lack of store appearances. For his efforts to
expose the inherent self-destruction in black
American culture, he ranks himself with Ward
Connerly, Thomas Sowell,
and John McWhorter.
I have two bits of
news for Mark Goldblatt:
publishers may have rejected his book for more
legitimate reasons, and he
is no Ward Connerly.
Africa is a series of
meetings between an unnamed social scientist and
a young, black New Yorker
who is self-named Africa
Ali. “Kevin,” he tells the
scientist, is his slave name.
The entire book is Africa’s
first-person narrative about
various aspects of his life
with the occasional vignette told by his friends,
including his intermittent lover, Lakeisha, and
pseudo-philosopher Jerome, who sporadically
shouts, “Free Mumia!” Two other overly diverse friends of Africa act as Goldblatt’s voices
of cross-cultural reason. But Eddy, the narrator
of the penultimate chapter, is just Goldblatt
hiding behind Ebonics, and Liang, Africa’s
Asian girlfriend, is just Goldblatt hiding behind broken English. That neither character
is white is somehow supposed to vindicate
the author’s politics. But Goldblatt’s means
to validation is akin to saying, “I’m not a racist because I have black friends.” The whole
concept smacks of insecurity.
While using stereotypes to satirize is common and often effective, doing so does not
excuse the author from character development.
Goldblatt, unfortunately, gives depth to no one
and a stereotype to everyone (even Eddy),
thus diluting the intended ironic effect. The
lackluster result packs all the punch of a shot

L

of apple juice. Undoubtedly, Goldblatt thought
he was writing the next Candide, where the
brevity of the work is part of its strength.
Goldblatt’s shallow ramblings, however, do
not make a literary masterpiece. Case in point:
urban violence culminates with a head-smackingly transparent cliché when Africa shoots
himself in the foot. Boy, I wonder what the
author meant by that.
Arguably, the shallowness is part of Goldblatt’s point. After all, most neo-conservatives
would agree that current black American society is defined by a new
aversion to cultural depth.
Leaders like Jesse Jackson
and Al Sharpton encourage material gains—from
reparations to welfare to
FUBU—and shun the individualist principles that
lead to philosophical evolution. Goldblatt definitely
touches this point in Africa.
Aside from Eddy, the characters are interested more
in instant gratification than
in solving problems, but
the tune is tired. American
society has been setting
aside long-term planning
for immediate fulfillment since the Sixties.
If this is the only message Goldblatt has to
offer, give me a Ms. magazine.
Even if Goldblatt had some new revelation to make about race relations, two years
from now, no one will be able to find it. For better or worse, the nature of African-American
Vernacular English is inconstant. It changes
so quickly that much of Africa is already
outdated, even awkward. Writing Africa
Speaks seems to have been little more than
Goldblatt’s own path to instant recognition. All
he has contributed is a tiresome, boorish look
into urban race relations. When no one was
interested, he garnered readership by crying
victimhood, the very same tactic that should
disgust any real conservative. Goldblatt should
take some advice from Eddy: “Ain’t nothing
to be ashamed of, the fact that you still got
more growing up to do. The shameful thing
is when you front.”
—Megan Liotta
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The anti-war movement is not only made up of liberals.

Father Knows Best?
by Gerard Balan

governmental power and increase taxation, as
George H.W. Bush had to acknowledge after his
infamous about-face on his “read my lips” pledge.
The war on terrorism has already brought a vast
extension in government with the new Office of
Homeland Security and the Patriot Act, which
traded in crucial civil liberties for questionable
safety.
Like his father did years ago, Bush now faces
the dilemma of fighting an expensive war without
raising taxes or creating deficits. Budget Director
Mitch Daniels estimates the cost of an Iraqi war to
be as high as sixty billion dollars—similar to the
price tag of the 1991 Persian Gulf War. Should
Bush raise taxes as his father did to finance the
war, he would be politically DOA among conservatives. A more likely choice—to carry on the
war while continuing to cut taxes—could easily
produce heavy deficits and give the Democrats
an issue to exploit. Either way, conservative and
libertarian dissenters are right to be cautious about
blasting “The Butcher of Baghdad.” Though the
President has done a satisfactory job in explaining
Saddam’s threat to the region and the world, he
has not yet fully described the economic ramifications of this war, given the economy’s current
weakened state.
Aside from further fractionalization within
the Right, another swerve could dampen Bush’s
reelection plans: could we see the anti-war movement create a Red-Right coalition among liberal
and conservative dissenters? Stranger alliances
have occurred.As recently as the 1980s, religious
conservatives and liberal feminists, who have
traditionally waged a war of their own over the
abortion issue, came together to attack pornography and urge the Reagan administration to curb
its scope. Bush must assure the American people
that we will not suffer economic defeat before he
sends our troops desert storming in Iraq.


he Bush administration remains frus- Right mainstays like Lew Rockwell, Jr., Alan
trated by an anti-war movement resolute Reynolds, Joe Sobran, and Justin Raimondo.
in thwarting any effort to oust Saddam. France,
Unlike the Left, which bases most of their
Germany, and Belgium to defied the will of their arguments on pacifism, a dogmatic denial of
European neighbors
Saddam’s danger,
and came out against
and an unnatural
Could we see the antiregime change in
love of Iraqi chilwar movement create
Iraq, while Turkey
dren, right-wing
denied the US use of
opposition relies on
a Red-Right coalition
its air space should
just-war principles.
among liberal and
war actually occur.
John Hostettler (Rconservative dissenters? IN), one of the six
In addition, ordinary
citizens came out in
Republicans who
Stranger alliances
force worldwide to
voted against giving
have occurred.
protest the impendBush authorization
ing war and demand
to use military force
more time for inspections.
in Iraq, explained, “Don’t fire unless fired upon.
WiththeLeft’svocalopposition,thepresident [This notion] is at least as old as St. Augustine’s
stands before the roulette table, taking a very dan- Just War Thesis.” His allusion to St. Augustine
gerous gamble. Should the US be successful and hearkens to the philosophical theory of jus ad
eliminate Saddam’s regime with minor causalities bellum, the circumstances that govern the justice
in a short period of time, he will likely solidify his of war. Hostettler and the columnists mentioned
post for an extra four years as well as eliminate above argue that war ought to be reactionary rather
one more terrorist breeding ground. One the other than preemptive.
hand, should American troops invade Baghdad
Though the Left loves to portray their ento learn that Saddam was not so dangerous after emies as bloodthirsty warmongers, opposition
all, and suffer heavy casualties while doing so, to unjust wars is a conservative tradition. One
Bush will endure the fate of his father: fending need only look at recent examples, such as the
off hippies at a future Fares lecture. Yet some of conflicts in Kosovo, Haiti, and Yugoslavia for
the war’s strongest critics come not from the Left, evidence. Foreign conflict tends to augment
but from theAmerican Right. The impending war
has splintered the nation’s conservative base.
We should "inspect"
According to one publication, “Islamic killers
the children, not
I blame the
bomb them.
are over here because we are over there. Terror on
Jews
American soil is the price of American empire.”
I feel
Is this line from The Nation or the American
fat!
Qui a bu tout
le lait du
Prospect? Surprisingly, Pat Buchanan authored
poisson?
the piece in his new American Conservative
magazine. He is not alone; a who’s who list of
right-wing columnists, including Robert Novak,
Charley Reese, Paul Craig Roberts, and Georgie
Anne Geyer have consistently denounced any
military involvement in Iraq. One can venture
onto well-known conservative and libertarian
websites, such as Cato.org, Townhall.com, or
Worldnetdaily.com, and find anti-war articles by
Mr. Balan is a senior majoring in
Anti-war protesters voice concerns over the impending war in Iraq.
Psychology.
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The easiest way to get liberals to ignore your skin color:
be a conservative.

Partisan Hypocrisy
by Robert Lichter
hen is an outstanding legal scholar
Recently, Democrats have spent their time
who has clerked for a US Supreme on the Senate floor talking about hydrogenCourt justice, not qualified to serve as a fed- powered cars and asbestos rather than focus
eral appeals court judge? If you are Sena- on Estrada’s nomination. When Republicans
tors Teddy Kennedy
asked to have six
(MA), Tom Daschle
hours of discussion
Democrats are now
(SD), or a fellow
before finally voting
ready to derail the
Democratic senaon Estrada’s confirtor the answer is
mation, Democrats
confirmation of a highly
obvious: when that
complained that
qualified nominee for
judicial candidate is
it was not enough
the DC Circuit Court of
a conservative.
time. This is not
Last fall, Presithe tune they sang
Appeals, without any
dent Bush nomiback in 1998. Late
reason more substantive in that year, and
nated Honduran
immigrant Miguel
into the next, when
than that Miguel Estrada
Estrada to the Disthey were trying to
is a conservative.
trict of Columbia
confirm some of
Circuit Court of
Clinton’s judicial
Appeals. Estrada has a spectacular record nominees, they pleaded for the cooperation of
to recommend him. Graduating cum laude Republicans with non-partisan fervor. Minority
from Columbia, and then magna cum laude Leader Tom Daschle said then, “An up or down
from Harvard Law, he went on to serve as vote, that is all we ask.” Even Ted Kennedy
Clerk for Supreme Court Justice Kennedy. urged Republicans to give up the fight and agree
Estrada even served in the Justice Depart- to a vote. Somehow, much like Al Gore at a
ment during the Clinton Administration.
campaign fundraiser, Senate Democrats’ sense
Despite his qualifications, Estrada of Constitutional duty mysteriously vanishes as
has been a source of controversy within soon as they see any opening for political gain.
the United States Senate. Democrats are With Clintonian Democrats, everything comes
now ready to derail the confirmation of a down to partisan politics.
highly qualified nominee for the DC Circuit
The Congressional Hispanic Caucus should
Court of Appeals without any reason more be thrilled to back the confirmation of Estrada,
substantive than that Miguel Estrada is a who exemplifies attainment of the American
conservative. Republicans control the Sen- dream and ought to be an excellent role model
ate but lack the votes needed to bring an for Hispanics and other minorities—or youth
end to a Democratic filibuster and confirm of any race, for that matter. While Democrats
Estrada’s appointment. Yet the Democrats constantly push for more physical diversity in
have no substantive complaint against powerful positions, apparently it is more imporEstrada. After the hearing by the Senate tant to be a liberal Democrat than to be a highly
Judiciary Committee last September only qualified role model in the eyes of the CHC.
two of the ten members submitted followThis immigrant from Honduras, who did
up questions to Estrada. Now they demand not learn to speak English until age 17, has been
that the candidate answer more questions labeled as somehow less-than-Hispanic. (Conabout his philosophy and views, but the gressman Charlie Gonzalez (D-TX) complained
truth is that Estrada can never measure up that Estrada “hasn’t involved himself in Hispanic
to the Democrats’ liberal litmus test.
organizations.”) The like has happened to ClarMr. Lichter is a junior majoring in Mechanical ence Thomas, Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice,
and other minority conservatives. Estrada’s
Engineering and Quantitative Economics.
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ideas have superseded his minority status in
the minds of liberals, merely because those
ideas are conservative. In an ironic twist to the
hope of Martin Luther King that his children
would be judged not on the color of their skin,
but on the merits of their abilities, the diversity
police find Estrada guilty of the unforgivable
sin of conservative thought, ignoring both his
skin color and his qualifications.
The President—in making judicial appointments—and the Senate—in confirming
them—are supposed to look at a candidate’s
qualifications for service on the federal bench.
The framers of the Constitution wisely created an independent judiciary, that functions
independently of the executive and legislative
branches. While a Republican president might
well be expected to select judicial candidates
with conservative leanings and a Democratic
president with a liberal bent, no president has
assurance how a judge will rule in future cases.
Once appointed, a federal judge does not serve
at the pleasure of the president; he is his own
man, weighing the facts of each case against
law and the Constitution. In the case of Miguel
Estrada, Bush has chosen a man with impressive
legal credentials. Senate Democrats now seek
to undermine the nominating authority of the
President by refusing to confirm a nominee on
purely political grounds.
There are times to be partisan, but when judicial vacancies threaten to further clog already
over-burdened courts is not one of them. In the
words of Senator Kennedy five years ago, “We
owe it to Americans across the country to give
these nominees a vote.”


Conservative ideology trumps
skin tone.
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You just renounced your citizenship, buddy.

Patriot Games
by Jason Walker

RICO anti-mafia racketeering statutes), and
anti-WTO protestors.
Under this act, the definition of “foreign
power” is expanded to included terrorist
groups and individuals. This would allow
federal prosecutors to arrest such individuals
for “clandestine information gathering,” even
if such activity (like browsing The Anarchist
Cookbook or schematics for the Hoover Dam)
violates no laws.
Most chillingly, the Act would expand
the power to deprive citizenship rights.
Normally, to renounce American nationality, individuals must formally renounce their
citizenship or swear allegiance to a hostile
government. Inspired by the John Walker
Lindh case, Patriot Act II would allow authorities to “infer” renunciation of citizenship
from conduct that includes joining a terrorist
organization or providing material support
thereof. Stripped of Constitutional protections, suspects could end up little better than
Anser Mehmood.
The Constitution is predicated on the notion that rights are inalienable and natural to
all regardless of citizenship. By treating rights
as formalities to be dropped as they become
inconvenient, or as a special prize to people
who keep mainstream religious and political affiliations, the government sacrifices its
moral legitimacy and its historical legacy.
Fortunately, Patriot Act II is only a proposal, and a draft of one at that. Justice Department and White House officials are quick to
deny responsibility for it. The concern at this
point is if its proponents wait until America’s
war against Iraq is underway, members of
Congress may be more likely to buy the false
“security or freedom” tradeoff. Regardless of
how proper you find this trade-off, do either
the INS crackdown or the possible passage of
Patriot Act II make you feel any safer? 

Anser Mehmood is one example, def Neil Diamond released “Coming to
America” today, he’d probably be sued scribed in a January 20th New York Times
for false advertising. On top of new ominous story. He arrived to the United States in 1989
anti-immigrant laws already in place, the Justice on a tourist visa and decided to stay and make
Department is cooking up Patriot Act II. At his life here. After his 2001 arrest, he spent
four months in a
least, that is what
windowless solithe media call the
This would allow
tary confinement
“Domestic Secufederal prosecutors to
cell in a federal
rity Enhancement
arrest such individuals for penitentiary. He
Act of 2003,” a
lost perception
Justice Depart“clandestine information
of the outside
ment-drafted
gathering,” even if such
world, with two
bill leaked to the
fluorescent lights
Center for Public
activity violates no laws.
on 24 hours a day,
Integrity. The bill
builds upon the groundwork laid by the first security cameras watching his every move
Patriot Act and the Homeland Security Act, and unseen guards providing his food. No
exposing citizens to forms of oppression that FBI or INS agents interviewed him or explained the nature of the charges against him.
immigrants are only now discovering.
Consider the recent push to register all Mehmood was ultimately convicted of using
men aged 16 and older from a list of mostly an invalid Social Security card to secure a
Muslim countries. Defenders of the policy deny job driving taxis. Expatriated to Pakistan, he
that any profiling inspires it, because North will not be allowed to return to America for
Korea is on the list. Actually, this inclusion is ten years. Deportees like Mehmood return to
suspicious because so few people are allowed to their “home” countries after dutifully paying
leave the country, much less to travel to the US. taxes, owning businesses, marrying AmeriAlthough it is suspected of selling weapons to can citizens, and raising families for decades.
terrorists, no one has yet accused North Korea Americanized in dress and language, they
of harboring any al-Qaeda cells in its territory. are seen as traitors and sell-outs to Western
Adding North Korea to the list is the equivalent culture in their “home” countries.
If the treatment of these detainees indiof adding the Klingon Empire, Oz, or Mordor,
and just as empty as a gesture. The communist cates how federal law enforcement agencies
nation was included to deflect the perception consider the rights of non-citizens, the
that the mass registrations and deportations Justice Department’s proposals for Patriot
Act II are even more disturbing. One of
were based on profiling of Muslims.
Since 9/11, INS crackdowns have ap- the Act’s proposals would legitimatize
prehended 1,200 Arab and South Asian men. certain practices John Ashcroft has alAlthough 281 of them have been freed or al- ready put into effect, such as withholding
lowed to appeal, 500 have been deported, and the names of people arrested by federal
99 have been convicted of criminal charges. The authorities. The Act would create a DNA
common element, aside from that all detainees database of individuals merely suspected
were men from Muslim countries, is that the of associating with terrorists. Lest anyone
INS considers them “out-of-status.” This can think that this extends only to al-Qaeda
mean their visas have run out or that their im- and Timothy McVeigh, “terrorism” in
migration status is ambiguous—often because many government quarters has been
defined broadly enough to encompass
of the INS’s own bureaucratic bungling.
Luddite eco-vandals, hackers, pro-life
Mr. Walker is a graduate student in the
Cheney and Hastert deny receiving a
activists (already prosecuted under
Philosophy Department.
copy of Patriot Act II.
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ReadY . . .
ACADEMY

SiGARMS

. . . aim . . .

The Tufts Republicans, THE PRIMARY SOURCE,
and a Radix staff member celebrated their right
to bear arms last weekend through a handgun
training course at SigArms Academy. The
now-certified students were trained in the use,
maintenance, and safety of both revolvers and
semi-automatic pistols.

. . . Fire!
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Going to war without France is like going deer
hunting without an accordion. You just leave a
lot of useless, noisy baggage behind.
—Jed Babbin
Shut up!
—Jacques Chirac to Eastern European
nations who voiced support for the US
Bonnnnjoooouuurr, ya cheese eating
surrender-monkeys!
—Groundskeeper Willie
Your risk of dying in a car accident while driving to buy duct tape likely exceeds your risk of
dying because you lacked duct tape.
—Gregg Easterbrook
The person who has nothing for which he
is willing to fight, nothing which is more
important than his own personal safety, is
a miserable creature and has no chance of
being free unless made and kept so by the
exertions of better men than himself.
—John Stuart Mill
Obviously no country can claim a special place
in God’s heart, yet we are better as a people
because He has a special place in ours.
—George H.W. Bush
I must study politics and war that my sons
may have liberty to study mathematics and
philosophy.
—John Adams
A man’s country is not a certain area of
land, of mountains, rivers, and woods, but
it is a principle and patriotism is loyalty to
that principle.
—George William Curtis
Patriotism is easy to understand in America—
it means looking out for yourself by looking
out for your country.
—Calvin Coolidge

Terrorism should not stop us. Terrorism should
motivate us.
—Jean Chrétien
If the United Nations is a country unto
itself, then the commodity it exports most
is words.
—Esther B. Fein
One of the penalties for refusing to participate
in politics is that you end up being governed
by your inferiors.
—Plato
When bad men combine, the good must associate; else they will fall one by one, an unpitied
sacrifice in a contemptible struggle.
—Edmund Burke
The most radical revolutionary will become a
conservative the day after the revolution.
—Hannah Arendt
The liberal style of negotiation, of splitting
differences, of bringing people together to
iron out differences, will work during a time
of shared values, but not in charged and
polarized times. It is one thing to negotiate
differences when the stakes are only economic;
it is another thing to negotiate between morally antithetical viewpoints.
—Warren G. Bennis
War is not the best way of settling differences; it is the only way of preventing their
being settled for you.
—Gilbert K. Chesterton
Washington is a place where politicians
don’t know which way is up and taxes
don’t know which way is down.
—Robert Orben
A just fear of an imminent danger, though there
be no blow given, is a lawful cause of war.
—Alfred Lord Tennyson
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Mrs. Miggins: Bonjour, monsieur.
Edmund Blackadder: What?
M: Bonjour, monsieur—it’s French.
E: So is eating frogs, cruelty to geese and
urinating in the street, but that’s no reason
to inflict it on the rest of us. Doesn’t anyone
know? We hate the French! We fight wars
against them! Did all those men die in vain
on the field at Agincourt? Was the man
who burned Joan of Arc simply wasting
good matches?
—Blackadder the Third
A government that is big enough to give
you all you want is big enough to take
it all away.
—Barry M. Goldwater
So long as we have enough people in this
country willing to fight for their rights,
we’ll be called a democracy.
—Roger Baldwin
My definition of a free society is a society
where it is safe to be unpopular.
—Adlai E. Stevenson Jr.
The question isn’t who is going to let me;
it’s who is going to stop me.
—Ayn Rand
The Middle Eastern states aren’t nations;
they’re quarrels with borders.
—P. J. O'Rourke
Conservatism is the politics of reality.
—William F. Buckley
Welcome to President Bush, Mrs. Bush, and
my fellow astronauts.
—Dan Quayle
Politics is not a bad profession. If you succeed there are many rewards, if you disgrace
yourself you can always write a book.
—Ronald Reagan

